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Abstract 
We consider the following norm llfll for Boolean functions f : (0, I}” x (0, I}” + (0, I}: 
llfll = max{lM(f*)ul, v E R*“, Iu/ = 1). 
Here, M(f*) denotes the 2” x 2”-matrix obtained by setting 
Mu”’ )*a = 
{ 
1 if f(x, y) = 1, 
-1 if f(x,y) = 0. 
Further, we refer to the usual product of real matrices and vectors and denote by Iu/ the 
Euclidean norm of real vectors u. 
In this paper it will be shown by geometric arguments that for each function f : (0, I}” x 
{0,1}” --t (0, 1) the following is true. 
- The length of each probabilistic communication protocol which computes f with error bounded 
by i - l/s,s E N, can be estimated from below by 
; (n - log, llfll - log2 4 - 2). 
- The number of edges of any threshold circuit of depth two computing f cannot be smaller 
than 
y-1 
Ilf II 
These results yield better lower bounds on probabilistic communication complexity as well 
as on the complexity of threshold circuits of depth two. Further, characterizing l\fll by the 
eigenvalues of M(f*) we obtain a method to construct iteratively functions which are hard to 
compute in the above models. This implies lower bounds for decision problems that previous 
probabilistic techniques from Yao (1983), Halstenberg and Reischuk (1988) and Hajnal et al. 
(1987) cannot be applied to. 
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1. Introduction 
Exhibiting the computational power of several kinds of communication games has 
become one of the most powerful methods to obtain structural results in nonuniform 
complexity theory. So, in recent years a large number of papers have dealt with two- 
party and multi-party communication protocols which are considered with respect to the 
usual modes of computations, i.e., deterministic, nondeterministic, modular, alternating 
and probabilistic protocols [8, 12, 16,221. 
The field of successful applications of communication complexity theory for solving 
lower bound and separation problems covers VLSI and distributed computing [ 1,161, 
width- and depth-restricted Q-branching programs [4,5,8, 141, probabilistic and mul- 
titape Turing machines [5, 171, Boolean formulae size and circuit depth [5, 191, the 
design of pseudorandom sequences [5] and many other areas. Thus, progress in com- 
munication complexity theory generally yields interesting new results for other models 
of computation. 
Recently there has been considerable interest in the study of threshold circuits [7, 111. 
Proving superpolynomial lower bounds on the complexity of depth three threshold 
circuits or separating TCs from higher complexity classes such as NC, and L are 
central open problems of complexity theory. Another motivation comes from the field 
of neural networks, where a threshold gate is the basic processing element. 
In this paper we investigate the computational power of two-party probabilistic com- 
munication protocols. This model generalizes the concepts of nondeterministic protocols 
in the usual way. Lower bound arguments for the last two models follow from the ob- 
servation that the complexity of a given function f with respect to nondeterministic 
as well as with respect to parity- and MOD,-communication protocols (p prime) can 
be characterized by the A-rank of the communication matrix M(f) of f for some ap- 
propriate semiring A [8,12,14, 161. However, such straightforward characterizations do 
not exist in the probabilistic case. In [7] it is shown that COMPARISON = (camp, : 
(0, 1)” x {O,l}” + {O,l})nE~, comp,(x,y) = 1 e x<y with respect to the lexico- 
graphic order, has small threshold circuits of depth two and can be feasibly computed 
by probabilistic protocols. Feasible should mean here computable by protocols of length 
logo(‘) n with error bounded by i - exp( - log’(’ ) n) [ 121. On the other hand camp, 
induces a triangle matrix which has maximal A-rank with respect to any semiring A. 
Previous lower bound arguments for probabilistic communication complexity and 
depth two threshold circuits are based on the following fact. Each probabilistic protocol 
computing f = f(x, u) : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” --) (0, 1) within length d and error $ - E im- 
plies for each probability distribution R on the input set the existence of a rectangle r = 
r&y), i.e., a function of the form r(x,v) = a(x) A b(y), which is an &‘-discriminator 
for f with respect to R, where a’ E c/exp(O(d)) [ll, 121. Recall that a function g 
is called an a-discriminator for f with respect to R if it computes f with advantage 
s, i.e., the value &(f,g) = lP~ObRk?(%y) # fk ~11 - p~obRkd&Y) = fkv)ll is 
not smaller than E. Note that &(f,g) is sometimes called the correlation of f and 
g with respect to R. On the other hand there are several methods for showing that 
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a given function can be approximated by rectangles only with very small advantage 
[1 1, 12,20,22]. 
For example, if we denote by ye the maximal advantage obtainable by approx- 
imating f : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” -+ (0, I} by a rectangle r then an application of the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields the following relation [ 11, 121. Let R be a special 
product distribution R = S x T on {O,l}” x (0, l}“, where S denotes the uniform 
distribution on (0, 1)" and car denotes the maximal correlation occurring between 
subfunctions f(x, .) and f(x’, .), x # x’, with respect to T. Then 
YR(f) d &T(f) + 2-“. 
Thus, proving lower bounds on the probabilistic communication complexity of a given 
function f : (0, l}"x{O, 1)” -+ (0, 1) by the s-discriminator method means constructing 
a distribution T on (0, 1)” such that cq(f) is exponentially small. 
A standard example for successfnlly applying this method is the inner product mod2 
function ip2, : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” --+ (0, l}“, ip2,(x,y) = 1 w cy=, x;yi = 1 mod 2. It 
is a well known fact that M(ip2,*) is symmetric and orthogonal. Consequently, us = 0. 
One obtains that each probabilistic communication protocol computing ip2, with error 
not greater than i - 2~“, cd i, has asymptotically maximal length Q(n) [ 121 and that 
each threshold circuit of depth two computing this function has size exp Q(n). So far, 
the inner product mod2 function is the only decision problem for which such lower 
bounds can be proved. 
In this paper we present an alternative lower bound method for probabilistic commu- 
nication complexity which depends on geometric arguments. For describing our method 
let us give some basic definitions. Communication protocols represent a model of dis- 
tributed computing. Accordingly we investigate the complexity of Boolean function 
f : (0, 1)” x {O,l}” + {O,l} defined f or pairs of input strings which we call in the 
following distributed Boolean functions. 
Definition 1.1. For each distributed function g : {O,l}” x {O,l}” + R we denote by 
M(g) the real 2” x 2”-matrix determined by the relation 
M(g)&, = g(xv Y). 
For all Boolean functions f : (0, 1)" x {O,l}” -+ (0, 1) we denote by f * : (0, 1)” x 
(0, 1)” -+ {-l,l} the function defined by 
f*(x,Y) = 1 1 if f(x,y) = 1, -1 if f(x,y)=O. 
Whenever we write Iv] for real vectors v = (VI,. . . , u,) of length N E N we mean 
the Euclidean norm 
We consider real matrices with respect to the following operator norm. 
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Definition 1.2. For all real M x N-matrices A we denote by (IA (( the following number. 
I(A(I = max{ldol, u E RN, 101 = 1). 
Correspondingly, for all Boolean functions f : {O,l}” x {O,l}” --f (0, l} let llfll = 
IIMf *)II. 
One important concept for our method is to consider real numbers, matrices, and 
functions with respect to a special equivalence relation which is induced by the so- 
called signum function sgn : Iw -+ { 1, - 1). 
Definition 1.3. For all real numbers 1 let 
{ 
1 if 1 > 0, 
sgn(l) = 0 if 1 = 0, 
-1 if A < 0. 
For real A4 x N-matrices A = (Aij) let the matrix sgn(A) be defined by the relation 
s&A )i,j = FW(4, j I 
For arbitrary real functions g : X + R let the function sgn(g) : X -+ { -l,O, 1) be 
defined by 
Definition 1.4. We call an integer A4 x N-matrix B t-bounded for some positive number 
t if for all i, 1 <iGAl, and all j, 1 <j<N, lBij[ Qt. 
Our method is based on estimating the following invariants for real matrices. 
Definition 1.5. For all real A4 x N-matrices A denote 
p(A) = min{runkn(B); sgn(B) = A}. 
Further, for all positive numbers t denote 
p&4) = min{rankn(B); B t-bounded integer matrix with sgn(B) = A}. 
Correspondingly, we denote for each Boolean function f : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” -+ (0, 1) 
107 = AM(f* )) and Mf) = MM(f* )). 
The importance of these invariants is given by the fact that probabilistic communi- 
cation protocols of small length and error as well as threshold circuits of depth two 
and small size for a function f : {O,l}” x {O,l}” --t (0, 1) generate integer matrices 
with small coefficients and small rank which are equivalent to M(f* ) with respect to 
the signum function. In particular, we prove Propositions 1 and 2. 
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Proposition 1. Suppose that a given function f : {O,l}” x {O,l}” + {O,l} can be 
computed by a probabilistic communication protocol P of length d. Then 
p(M(f*))<24d. 
Zf for some s E N P computes f within error : - I/s then, for t = s24d+2, 
&(M(f *))G24d. 
Proposition 2. If f: (0, 1)" x (0, 1)” + (0, 1) can be computed by a threshold circuit 
of depth two and r edges then 
r + 1 B MM(f * ). 
So, the crucial point of this paper consists in the proof of the following result. 
Proposition 3. For all natural numbers t,n and all Boolean functions f : (0, 1)” x 
(0, 1)” + {O,l} it holds that 
22” 
k(Wf * )) 2 - 
t Ilf l12. 
From these three propositions we can conclude our main results. 
Theorem 1. For all distributed 
natural numbers s it holds that 
Boolean functions f : {O,l}” x {O,l}” + {O,l} and 
ProbComml,2-l,s(f )a i (n - log, Ilf 1) - log, 6 - 1) . 
Proof. Let d = ProbComm,,z__l,J f ). Propositions 1 and 3 yield the relation 
22” 
s24d+2 Ilf II 
2 <24d. 
The proof follows by a straightforward calculation. q 
Theorem 2. For all distributed Boolean functions f : (0, 1)” x {O,l}” --) (0, 1) it 
holds that each depth two threshold circuit for f has at least 2+‘/ (1 f 11 edges. 
Proof. Let us fix a depth two threshold circuit for f with r edges. Propositions 2 and 
3 yield the relation 
22” 
76r+1. 
2r Ilf II 
Multiplying this relation by 2r and estimating 2r(r + 1) from above by (2r)2 the proof 
follows straightforwardly. 0 
Observe at this point the following basic properties of 1) f )I. 
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Lemma 1.1. (a) It holds that llfll = 4, h w ere 1 denotes the maximum taken over 
the norms of eigenvalues of the (symmetric) matrix M( f *)‘iM(f *). 
(b) For all functions f : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” + (0, 1) it holds that 2”12 6 1) f II ~2”. 
(c) It holds that I( f (1 = 2”i2 ifand only ifA4(f *) is orthogonal as well as II f 1) = 2” 
if and only if rank&( f * ) = 1. 
Proof. For proving (a) denote A = M( f * ) and N = 2”. By the spectral theorem for 
linear operators all eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix A’A are reals and there is an 
orthonormal basis E = {el, . . . , eN} of RN consisting of eigenvectors of A’A. Denote 
by (L..., LN) the spectrum of AtA and let el be an eigenvector corresponding to an 
eigenvalue of maximal norm 1. Further let v E RN, (VI = 1, be arbitrarily fixed, where 
the representation of v with respect to E is v = Cz, viei. Observe that 
On the other hand it is easy to check that lAe,l’ = 1, i.e., llA[l = a. 
For proving (b) and (c) denote for all i, 1 <i <N, wi = 2-“12vi where vi denotes 
the ith row of A. Clearly, Iwi I = 1 and the ith component of Awi is 2”/2. Consequently, 
lAwi/ > 2”‘2 and, thus, llAl/ 22 “12. Moreover, [Awi ( = 2 n/2 if and only if the jth com- 
ponent of Awi is zero for all j # i. Consequently, I[A/ = 2n/2 implies that A’A is a 
diagonal matrix, i.e., A is orthogonal. However, if A is orthogonal then A’A = 2”En, 
where En denotes the unique matrix of dimension N. Thus, 2” is the only eigenvalues 
of A’A. By (a) we obtain that I( = 2”j2 iff A is orthogonal. 
On the other hand, it is quite straightforward to show that for each v E RN, Iv1 = 1, 
and all i, 1 <i<N, the absolute value of the ith component of Av cannot be greater than 
2*12 and equals 2 4’ iff v is a scalar multiple of Vi. Consequently, IAvl <m = 2”, 
and (Avl = 2” iff v is a scalar multiple of all rows ai of A. Thus, llA]l = 2” iff 
rank&A) = 1. 0 
The fact that for all n E N M(ip2;) is orthogonal implies the following improved 
lower bound result 
Corollary 1.1. It holds for all s E N, s > 2, that 
ProbComm1/2_llS(ip2,)a i(n - log, s - 2). 
Consequently, all probabilistic communication protocols computing ip2, within error 
bound i - 2-r” for some p < 1 have length n(n). 
Further, depth two threshold circuits computing ip2, have at least 2”j2-’ edges. 
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 
we provide some basic knowledge on probabilistic communication complexity and 
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threshold circuits and prove Propositions 1 and 2, respectively. In Section 4 we derive 
our lower bound argument (Proposition 3). Section 5 is devoted to a discussion about 
the possibility to apply our argument to other decision problems and to the statement 
of some open problems. 
2. Probabilistic communication complexity 
An r-round probabilistic communication protocol P is a probabilistic algorithm for 
two processors PO and PI which compute simultaneously a distributed Boolean function 
,f : {O,l}” x (0, l}” --f (0, 1) in the following way. Both processors are supposed 
to have unbounded computational power. The only restriction is that PO knows only 
the left half of the input (which always is a pair of Boolean strings of length n) 
and PI only the right half. Clearly, this restriction makes it necessary to allow some 
communication between the processors. Communication is performed by writing to and 
reading from a working tape which both processors have access to. For all input (x, y) E 
(0, 1)” x (0, 1)” the computation takes place in r rounds, where r is some predefined 
natural number. In each round one of the processors is active, in odd rounds PO and in 
even rounds PI. If a processor is active in round i, 1 <i < r, then, in dependence on its 
input half and the information communicated in previous rounds, it chooses randomly 
a message b E (0, l}” and writes #b on the working tape. If the rth message is written, 
the processor whose turn it is decides probabilistically if the input has to be rejected or 
accepted. The length of a computation is defined to be the length of the communication 
string produced minus the number of symbols #, i.e., minus r - 1. 
For simplicity, let us denote by C’, 1 <i<r, the set of possible contents of the 
working tape after i rounds, i.e., C’ consists of all strings over the alphabet { 0, 1, #} 
in which the letter # occurs at exactly i - 1 positions. Let CO consist merely of the 
empty word e. 
So, more formally, the probabilistic protocol is completely described by defining for 
each i, 1 < i <r, z E (0, 1)” and c’ E C’-’ a probability distribution pr,c~ on { 0, 1)” and, 
for each c E C’ and z E (0, l}“, a probability p(c(z) E [O,l]. Interpretation: pZ,,t(b) 
denotes the probability that the processor which is active in round i sends message b 
under the condition that its input half equals z and the information communicated so 
far is c’. The number p(c1.z) denotes the probability that the protocol accepts under 
the condition that the input half corresponding to the processor which has to make the 
decision is z and the computation performed is c. 
Clearly, the probability Prob(cly,z) that computation c = ci#c#. . #c, E C’ is 
produced on input (x,y) E (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” is given by 
Pro&+, Y) = Pe,x(‘A )~c~,y(c2)~c,#c~,x(c3) . . Pcf.r(Cr), (1) 
where c’ = ci#cz# . . ’ #c,_l and z = x if r is odd and z = y if r is even. 
The length of the protocol is given by the maximal length of a computation which 
occurs with nonzero probability for some input (x, y) E (0, 1)” x (0, 1)“. For all d E N 
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let us denote by CL; the set of possible computations of length not greater than d. If 
the length of the given protocol is known to be d then the probability Pro@ 1 Jx, y) 
that the input (x, y) E (0, 1)” x (0, I}” is accepted is given by 
Pro&l 1% Y) = gMclx, Y)P(ClZ), 
d 
where z = y if r is odd and z = x if r is even. 
We say that the protocol computes a given function f : (0, 1)” x { 0, 1 }” -+ (0, 1) 
if for all inputs (x, y) E (0, 1)” x (0, l}” 
f(x,y)= 1 ($ Prob(lJx,y) > 1. 
Let us make the assumption that all probabilistic protocols have the property that for 
all inputs (x, y) 
By a standard argument it can be derived that this property can be achieved by in- 
creasing the length by at most two. 
Obviously, the maximal error dp of the given protocol P can be obtained by 
&2$, 
where sp = min{ (sp(x, y)(; (x, y) E (0, 1)” x (0, I}“} and 
&p(X, y) = Prob( 1 (x, y) - Prob(O(x, y). 
Observe at this point that the protocol P computes the function f if and only if for 
all inputs x,y 
w(&P(x,Y)) = f*(4Y). 
Definition 2.1. Let f : {O,l}” x {O,l}” + (0, 1) be an arbitrarily fixed distributed 
Boolean function. 
- We denote by ProbComm( f) the minimal number d for which there exists a prob- 
abilistic communication protocol of length d computing f . 
- For all 6 E [0, 3) let ProbComma( f) denote the minimal number d for which there 
exists a probabilistic communication protocol P of length d computing f under the 
additional condition that & < 6. 
It is a well-known and easy provable fact that the deterministic communication 
complexity of any sequences F = (fn : {O,l}” x (0, I}” + {O,l}) of distributed 
Boolean functions is O(n). The sequence F is considered to be feasibly computable if 
it has deterministic protocols of length log’(‘) n. Correspondingly, we say that F can 
be feasibly computed by probabilistic communication protocols if there are protocols 
for F of length log’(‘) n for which additionally all inner probabilities are generated by 
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at most log’(‘) n random bits. It can be shown that in this case the maximal error is 
bounded by 
4 _ 2- losq”n (Ref. [12]). 
As a consequence of a technical lemma shown below we will obtain that also the 
reverse implication is true, i.e., if F is computable by probabilistic communication 
protocols within length log’(‘) n and error i - 22“‘sq” ’ then it can be computed 
within length logO( using logO( random bits. 
In contrast we say that F is hard to compute with respect to probabilistic commu- 
nication protocols if there is some constant a so that for 6, = i - 2-“” 
ProbCommsD( f,,) E n'(l). 
We consider F to be very hard with respect to probabilistic communication protocols 
if 
ProbComm( f ,,) E n’(‘). 
Up to now there is no method to show that explicitly given problems are very hard 
with respect to probabilistic communication protocols. The best known result in this 
direction is that ProbComm(ip2,) $ o(log n) [17]. In the same paper it is conjec- 
tured that the inner product mod2 is very hard. This conjecture will be substantiated 
by our considerations but the problem of proving superlogarithmic lower bounds on 
ProbComm remains open. In [3] the very nontrivial fact that almost all sequences 
F=(f,:{O,l}“x{O,1}“~ (0, 1)) of distributed Boolean functions have probabilis- 
tic communication complexity not smaller than n - 5 was proved. 
Let us now prove Proposition 1. Let us fix an r-round probabilistic communication 
protocol P of length d which computes the distributed function f : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” --f 
(0, 1) within error 4 - l/s. We use the notations CL;, p&b), p(clz),~p(x, y) as was 
done above. Obviously, we can suppose without limitation of generality that r <d, i.e., 
]Cl;l <32d<24d. 
Now observe that 
cp(x, y) = 2Prob( 1 Ix, y) - 1 
= cg 
; 
Pro&lx, ~)(2~(clz) - 1) = ESqX,cqc,Y, 
where z = y if r is odd and z =x if r is even and for all c = c~#c~#~~~#c,-r#c~ E Cl; 
4 x,c = 
{ 
4 C.Y = 
{ 
Pe,+(Cl >Pc,#c2,x(C3)~ . PC,#C*#...#C,-,.X(Cr) if r is odd, 
Pe,x(Cl )PC,#C~,X(C3)~ . . Pc,#cz#...#c,_z,x(Cr-1 UP(+) - 1) if r is even, 
Pc,,y(C3 1. . . Pc,#c2#...#cr_2,y(C,-l UP(ClY) - 1) if r is odd, 
Pc,,y(C3). . . Pc,#h#...#C,-,,y(CT) if r is even. 
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Consequently, rankR M(Q) < 2 4d As by definition sgn(s&, y)) = f*(x, y) for all .
inputs x, y E (0, 1)” we obtain 
p(f) Q24d 
and, thus, the proof of the first part in Proposition 1. 
For proving the second part we have to replace the numbers qx,r and qc,v by appropri- 
ate rational approximations. For all q E [0, l] and t E N let [q]t denote the greatest in- 
teger multiple of l/t which is not greater than q. Further let for all inputs X, y E (0, 1)” 
sP,&? Y) = cpIx.&~c.yl~. 
d 
Obviously, ranklw M(EP,~) < 24d. 
Further, it is straightforward to check that for all inputs X, y E (0, 1)” 
IW,t(X,_Y) - &P(X>Y)l c2 
4d 
3 .24d 24df2 
-<---. 
t t 
Thus, if 24df2/t < i F then for all inputs x, y E { 0, 1)” 
W(&P,& Y)) = %74=%4x, r)) = f*(x, Yl 
i.e., as i F = l/s it holds for t = s24df2 
L&(f) G24d. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
3. Threshold circuits 
In this section we discuss some aspects of computing Boolean functions by circuits 
of unbounded fan-in whose gates perform positive or negative threshold functions. In 
particular, we express the computational power of threshold circuits of depth two in 
terms of the invariant ,u~ as it is formulated in Proposition 2. Remember that a function 
t : {O,l}” -+ (0, 1) is called a threshold function if there is some integer c, 0 dc d n, 
so that t = t,“, in this case t is called a positive threshold fimction, or t = t!!,, in this 
case t is called a negative threshold function, where for all x = (xi,. . .,x,) E (0, 1)” 
t,“(X) = 1 H kXi>C, f.,(X)= 1 H kXi<C. 
i I 
Clearly, it holds tl, = NOT(ti+,). Inner NOT-gates can be shifted to the input nodes 
by using the following generalized version of de Morgans law: 
NOT(t,“(xl ,..., X”)) = t;-c+*(xl ,..., in). 
So, each threshold circuit can be transformed without changing size and depth into a 
special threshold circuit which has inputs x1,21,. . .,x,, X,, 0,l and for which all inner 
gates perform positive threshold functions. 
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It is a well known fact that in the case of threshold circuits, as opposed to gate 
operations AND, OR, NOT and MOD,, the existence of multiple edges essentially 
influences the computational power. It is not hard to show that, for example, the 
comparison function camp,, : (0, 1)” x { 0, 1)” --f (0, 1) can be performed by one 
threshold gate using exponentially many edges [6]. On the other hand, each distributed 
function f : {O,l}” x {O,l}” -+ (0, 1) which can be computed by a threshold circuit of 
depth one and size a satifies rankaM( f) <a + 1 for each semiring R. (We will prove 
this fact below.) Consequently, threshold gates with exponentially many input edges 
can do more than threshold gates with subexponential fan-in as the example camp, 
shows. (Observe that rank&f(comp,) = 2”.) But there are very simple functions 
which are not computable by one threshold gate at all. For example, it is easy to show 
that purity has this property. 
On the other hand, camp, as well as all sequences of symmetric Boolean functions 
can be realized by threshold circuits of depth two having polynomially many edges [6]. 
This implies that sequences of Boolean functions which are computable by constant 
depth unbounded fan-in polynomial size circuits with symmetric gates can be realized 
by constant depth unbounded fan-in polynomial size threshold circuits. Recent results 
show that threshold circuits of depth three are already unexpectedly powerful. In [23] 
it was shown that constant depth unbounded fan-in quasipolynomial size circuits over 
AND, OR, MOD,, where m E h, is arbitrarily fixed, can be simulated by quasipoly- 
nomial size threshold circuits of depth three. That this is true for {AND, OR, NOT}- 
circuits was proved before in [2]. But the problem of showing nontrivial lower bounds 
on the size of depth three threshold circuits is open. 
Multiple edges can be expressed by defining integer weights. So, we suppose thresh- 
old circuits to be circuits, where edges and inner nodes are labelled with positive 
integers. Labelling the n edges ei, . . . , e, leading to some inner node u according to 
CI = (~(1,. . . , ~1,) E N” and labelling u by a threshold c E N means that u performs the 
weighted threshold function t,,, : (0, 1)” --) (0, 1) which is defined as 
ta,c(Xl, . . ,Xn) = 1 H 5OIiXi 2 C. 
i=l 
The size of the circuit is defined to be the sum of all weights of edges. 
The proof of Proposition 2 is based on the fact that matrices induced by distributed 
threshold functions have small rank. For showing this, let us fix weight vectors c1 = 
(al,. ..,%z),B = (Bl,...,Bn) E N”, a threshold c E N, let us denote a = min{c, c%, Mi} 
and let us consider the function t(d(,~)c : {O,l}” x (0, 1)” -+ (0, 1). Note that for all 
(x, Y) 6 (0, 11” x (0, 1)” 
where for all j, 1 <j<~, Ii(x) = 1 H Cr=, QX~ = j and rj(y) = 1 & Cb, fliyi >C -j. 
Observe further that for all j, 1 <j<a, runkwM(lirj)< 1, i.e., 
ranklw M(t(,,8)c) <a + 1. (2) 
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Obviously, a distributed Boolean function f : (0, I}” x (0, 1)” + (0, 1) can be com- 
puted by a threshold circuit of depth two and size r if and only if there is a number 
q <r, weight vectors I$, /3’ , . . . , Ce, /P E N2” and y E M and thresholds cl,. . . ,cq,c E N 
so that 
fk Y) = ty,c(t1(4 Y), . ’ ., tq(x, Y)), 
where for all k, 1 Q k <q, 
and 
$ (7k +fjf + I?) = r.
This is equivalent to 
f* = sgn(2h + I), 
where 
h(x, Y) = 
( 
c Yk . fkk v) - c. 
k=l 
Consequently, M(f*) = sgn(H), where 
H = (&yiM(I*)) - (2c - I)], 
where I denotes the 2” x 2”-matrix consisting only of ones. 
Using (2) it is straightforward to derive that H is an 2r-bounded integer matrix 
fulfilling rankaH < r + 1. This completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
4. The proof of Proposition 3 
Let us fix natural numbers t and n as well as a distributed Boolean function f : 
{O,l}” x {O,l}” -+ {O,l}. We d enote N = 2” and A = M( f * ) and start with a 
geometric interpretation of the invariants &4) and p,(A) which gives the right intuition 
for proving the relation 
(3) 
Observe that (3) is equivalent to the claim of Proposition 3. 
Note that the 2N vectors in {- 1, l}N define a partition of the N-dimensional Eu- 
clidean space in a natural way. For all v E { - 1, l}N let 
9” = {w E RN; sgn(w) = u}. 
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Clearly, Y’4pv n 94p: = 0 for v # v’ and UVEI,,_l)N g”, = RN. In the case of N = 2 or 
N = 3 we obtain the well known partition of the plane or the 3D-space into quadrants 
or octants, respectively. 
In this way the matrix A can be considered as a collection of N sectors YU corre- 
sponding to the rows of A. So, p(A) equals the minimum dimension a linear subspace 
U C RN must have if U n 9, # 8 for all rows u of A. It is intuitively clear that it 
is impossible to find such a subspace U of low dimension if the rows of A build an 
orthogonal system. This substantiates the conjecture that ip2, is very hard with respect 
to probabilistic communication complexity. 
For characterizing pr(A) we define for each vector v E { 1, -l}N the polyhedron 
.Y~={w=(w~,._.,wN)E 9,; lblw,,l <t for all y, ldy<N}. 
Clearly, pLI(A) can be estimated from below by the minimum dimension a linear sub- 
space U 5 RN must have if U n YL # 8 for all rows v of A. 
Let us define some additional notation. For all vectors o, w E RN we denote by (u, w) 
the standard scalar product 
(v, w) = 5 vywy. 
y=l 
Further, for all non-zero vectors v, w E RN let /?(v, w) denote the angle between v and 
w. Note the relation 
cos(~(v,w)) = #. 
v w 
For each linear subspace W G RN and each u E RN 
B(u, W) = min(/?(v,w); w E W}. 
Note that /?(u, W) = /?(v, WO), where wr-, denotes the 
At least, for an arbitrarily fixed v E {- 1, l}N let 
fit = max{fl(v,w); w E 9:). 
let us denote 
orthogonal projection of v to W. 
Observe that /II does not depend on the choice of v. 
Proposition 3 is obviously a straightforward consequence of the following two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. It holds that N cos2(Pl)<~t(A) (IAIl /N 
Lemma 4.2. It holds that cos2(/It)> l/t. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let p = p,(A). By definition, there is a t-bounded N x N integer 
matrix B fulfilling runkR B = p and sgn(B) = A. 
Let U denote the p-dimensional subspace generated by the rows of B. Further we 
denote by vi,..., UN E RN the rows of the matrix A and write h, = (l/fi)vx for all 
x, 1 Qx GN. Observe that all vectors h,, 1 <x <N, have norm one. 
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Now remember that U intersects polyhedron sP:= for all x, 1 <x <N. As by definition 
v, E 9’Sp:= we obtain 
P(VX, LJ) = B(hX, U) G/X 
for all X, 1 <x Q N. As 0 <fit < in this implies 
cos(P(k, U)) 2 cos(Bt ) (4) 
for all X, 1 <x,<N. 
We fix an orthonormal basis (~1,. . .,uN} in such a way that {IQ,. . . , up} generate 
U and {++I,..., UN} generate the orthogonal complement of U. Observe that for each 
vector v E @” the orthogonal projection w of v to U is given by the formulae 
W = e(V, Ui)Ui* 
i=l 
Consequently, 
cos(j3(v, U)) = fl = $& = +gGy? 
v w 
We obtain for all x, 1 dx Q N, that 
cos2(B(k U)) = e(h,, Uij2* 
i=l 
By (4) for all X, 1 <x,<N, it holds that 
i.e.. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let e E RN be the vector consisting only of ones and define a 
function c, : 9: -t [0, l] by cl(w) = cos(/3(e, w)). Observe that 
cos(/$) = min{ct(w); w E 57:). 
Using elementary properties of cr it is easy to derive that cI will take its minimum in 
one of the extremal points of the polyhedron 9’:. The set Et of extremal points of 9: 
contains exactly those vectors whose components are 1 or t. 
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Taking a vector w E Et which has qt-components, where 0 <q <N, then it is easy 
to derive that 
G(W) = fi = N”;N$+J;t2). 
Thus, if we denote 
W + (t - 1 M2 
Ef(q) = N(N + (t2 - 1)q)’ 
we obtain that cos2(pt)> min{&(q); q E [O,N]}. 
Standard methods from calculus yield that C,(q) is minimal if q = N/(t + 1). 
Thus, 
(N + N(t - l)/(t + 1))2 
cos2(81) a N (N + N(t2 - l)/(t + 1)) = 
(1 + (t - l>/(t + 1))2 
1+t-1 
(2t/t + q2 4t 4 4 
= =~I 2 2:. q 
t (t + 1)2 t+2+l/t t+3 t 
5. Some discussion 
We have seen in the previous sections that the invariant ]]f]] for distributed Boolean 
functions f can be used for estimating from below the complexity of f with respect 
to the computation by probabilistic communication protocols and threshold circuits of 
depth two. Roughly speaking, if I] f II is small then f is hard to compute in these 
models. The characterization of ]I f II by the eigenvalues of M( f * )‘M( f * ) as it was 
presented in Lemma 1.1 yields a procedure for iteratively constructing sequences of 
distributed Boolean functions of small norm. 
Definition 5.1. For all pairs (g,h) of distributed Boolean functions g : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” 
+ {O,l} and h : (0, l}m x {O,l}” + {O,l} let g * h : (0, l}n+m x (0, l}n+m + {O,l} 
be defined as follows. For all x,y E (0, 1)” and x’, y’ E (0, 1)" let 
9 * W’, YY’) = gk Y) @ w, Y’). 
Clearly, * is an associative operation. Further observe that 
W(g * h)* 1 = ml*) @ wJ* 1, 
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where @ denotes the Kronecker product of matrices, i.e., for all N x N-matrices A = 
(aij) and M x M-matrices B = (bk,,) the MN x MN-matrix A I$$ B is defined as W,IB . . al,ivB 
A@B= ; i . 
[ 1 W,lB . . . &v,NB 
Our construction is based on the following. 
Lemma 5.1. For all pairs (g, h) of distributed Boolean functions g : (0, I}” x (0, 1)” --+ 
{O,l} and h : (0, l}m x (0, l}m + {O,l} it holds that 
llg * hll = Ml llhll .
Proof. We exhibit basic properties of the Kronecker product. Let N,K,P, L,M, Q E FV 
be arbitrarily fixed and note that for all N x K-matrices A, K x P-matrices A’,M x L- 
matrices B and L x Q matrices B’ holds 
(A@B)(A’@B’)=AA’@BB’. 
Using this relation it is easy to derive that if C is a symmetric real N x N-matrix 
with eigenvalues Ai, . . . , 1~ and D is a symmetric real M x M-matrix with eigenvalues 
~1,. . . , p,+f then C @ D is symmetric and a number p is an eigenvalue of C @ D if and 
onlyifp=,$.~jforsomei,l<i<Nandj,ldj<M. 
Let us denote N = 2”, M = 2m, A = M(g*), B = M(h*). By Lemma 1.1, 
IIA @ BII = max{ 101; 13 eigenvalue of (A @ B)‘(A @B)}. 
As (A @ B)‘(A @B) = (A’A) @ (BtB) the proof follows immediately. 0 
For all distributed Boolean functions f : (0, l}m x (0, 1)” + {O,l} and m E N we 
denote by f” : {O,l}“m x {O,l}“m -+ (0, 1) the function obtained by *ing n identical 
copies of f. If II f II = 20rn f or some o < 1 then by Lemma 5.1, IIf” = 2Wm”, i.e., 
by Propositions 1 and 2, f” needs depth two threshold circuits of size exp(Q(n)) and 
is hard with respect to probabilistic communication complexity. 
For constructing a nonorthogonal problem which is hard for probabilistic communi- 
cation protocols take, e.g., the sequence (g” : (0, 1}2n x (0, 1}2n -+ (0, 1)) which is 
induced by the function g = g(x, y) : (0, 1,2,3, } x (0, 1,2,3, } + (0, l}, where 
g(x,y)=l * x+y<3. 
It can be easily computed that )lgl( < 4. 
In many applications it is important to investigate the relation between the complexity 
C( f x f) of the Cartesian product f x f : X x X + (0, 1) x (0, 1) or the complexity 
C(fof) of fwf :X x Y + {O,l}, fof(x,y) = f(x)of(y), where o is a binary 
Boolean operation and the complexity C(f) of a given Boolean function f : X -+ 
(0, 1) and g : Y --t (0, 1). Note that our construction f* f equals fof for distributed 
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functions f and w = @. It is a very interesting observation that in basic computational 
models such as Boolean circuits for all E > 0 it holds C(f x f) <( 1 + s)C(f) and 
C(f x f)<( 1 + s)C(f) for almost all Boolean functions f and binary operations o 
[ 18,211. Our results give some evidence to the fact that probabilistic communication 
protocols and threshold circuits of depth two do not belong to this category of models. 
For all distributed Boolean functions f : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” -+ { 0, 1 } and s E N let us 
denote 
T(f)= 6 and U,(f)= ~("-108,~~f~~ -l%~d-1)~ 
We have proved that ProbCommlpl,, , > U,(f) and that each depth two threshold 
circuit for f needs T(f) edges. Observe that by Lemma 5.1 for all S, t E N, ,f : 
{O,l)" x {O,l>" -+ (0, 1) and g : (0, l}m x (0, 1)” + (0, 1) it holds T(f * g) E 
Q(T(f). T(g)) as well as U,+df*g) E U,(f)+ G(g)+ Q(1). 
It would be very nice if we had a matching upper bound, i.e., a statement of the 
form that if f : {O,l}" x (0, 1)” + {O,l} and g : (0, l}m x {O,l}” -+ (0, 1) can be 
realized by probabilistic communication protocols of length d, respectively e within 
error i - l/s, respectively, i - l/t then f *g can be computed within length O(d + e) 
and error i - l/O(s + t), or if f and g can be realized by depth two threshold circuits 
of size S, respectively T then f * g has depth two threshold circuits of size O(S . T). 
However, we conjecture that the existence of such relations can be disproved by a 
counterexample. 
In particular, consider the function h, : (0, 1)” x (0, l}” -+ (0, 1) which is defined 
by 
Mxl,...,&,.Yl,..., Y,) = ~cIj,(~IYl,...,&Z_Y/Z). 
It is easy to derive that h, can be efficiently computed by probabilistic communication 
protocols and that it has linear size threshold circuits of depth two. We conjecture that 
the sequence h, x h, : (0, 1}2n x (0, 1}2n ---t (0, l} requires superpolynomial threshold 
circuits of depth two and is hard with respect to probabilistic communication complexity 
[131. 
Let us make one further remark regarding the E-discriminator method versus the 
geometric method presented in this paper. Both methods yield maximal lower bounds 
for a sequence (fn : {O,l}" x {O,l}” -3 (0, 1) ) if the matrices M( f ,* )are orthogonal 
or nearly orthogonal in a well-defined sense. It was mentioned in the introductory 
section that the s-discriminator yields maximal lower bounds even if for all n E N 
we can construct a probability distribution R = S x 7’ on (0, 1)” x (0, 1 }“, where S 
denotes the uniform distribution on (0, l}“, so that M(R . f i) is nearly orthogonal. 
Here R. f,* : (0, l}” x {O,l}” --+ R is defined by 
Using this generalization in [lo] there is constructed a problem which is hard but not 
very hard with respect to probabilistic communication complexity. 
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A similar generalization is valid also for the geometric method. The important differ- 
ence is that we do not have to construct a special product distribution as was necessary 
for applying the s-discriminator method. Here we have to construct probability distri- 
butions R on the input set which make M(R . f ,*) nearly orthogonal and which satisfy 
another restriction. They have to be bounded in the sense that the quotient between the 
largest and the smallest probability is bounded from above by exp(n’) for some 6 < 1. 
This allows to prove that the inner product mod m function ipm, : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” + 
(0, 1) is hard to compute for probabilistic protocols and threshold circuits of depth two 
for all m E N. Here, 
ipm,(x, y) = 1 H CXi $ Omodm. 
i=l 
These facts are outlined in a succeeding paper [15]. 
Finally, let us state some open problems. Two famous open questions were already 
mentioned in previous sections. These are to prove superpolynomial lower bounds 
on the number of edges of depth three threshold circuits and superlogarithmic lower 
bounds on the length of unbounded error probabilistic communication protocols. The 
hrst problem could be solved by proving superlogarithmic lower bounds on the mul- 
tiparty communication complexity of a given function if superlogarithmically many 
players are allowed to participate [9]. If the number of players is sublogarithmically 
bounded maximal lower bounds are already provable [5]. Other interesting related lower 
bound problems are to prove superpolynomial bounds on the number of nodes of depth- 
two threshold circuits or to prove an exponential lower bound on the number of edges 
of depth-two threshold circuits which compute a function from ACo. The last bound 
would give a matching lower bound to the upper bound proved in [2] that all problems 
of ACa can be computed by depth three threshold circuits of quasipolynomial size. 
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